Prior notification of a concentration (Case COMP/M.6106 - Caterpillar/MWM)

*Speech* by Joaquín Almunia: «SGEI reform and the application of competition rules to the financial sector »

Commission clears acquisition of logistics company TDG by rival Norbert Dentressangle (IP/11/334)

Commission authorises AXA IMPEE to acquire control of NOVACAP

Commission clears acquisition of sole control by AVIC Auto of PCM

Commission clears the acquisition of a joint venture between Banque Privée 1818 and Messine Participations, Rothschild Assurance et Courtage, Rothschild & Cie

Spain: The National Competition Commission opens formal proceedings against Dorf Ketal Chemicals (India) Private Limited for a failure to comply with the notification obligation prior to carrying out a concentration operation

Cartel commitment brings results - *Annual Report 2010* - Norwegian Competition Authority

Sanofi, Merck abandon animal health joint venture

EU's Almunia sees tough Euronext, Deutsche Boerse probe

**STATE AID**

Authorisation for State aid pursuant to Articles 107 and 108 of the TFEU - Cases where the Commission raises no objections

State aid - Greece - State aid C 36/10 (ex NN 3/10 and ex CP 11/09) - Aid to cereal producing farmers and cereal collecting cooperatives

**TRADE & CUSTOMS**

Agenda for: Trade Policy Committee (Steel, textiles and other industrial sectors) on 29 March 2011

Chair of Trade Committee, Vital Moreira: "Europe could not live without trade" (See the EP Statement)

EU-New Zealand trade talks premature

EU prods China to relax rules on bank ownership

**INTERNAL MARKET & GENERAL**

Main Results: 3079th General Affairs Council meeting - Brussels, 21 March 2011

Public access to documents: The European Commission proposes to extend rules to all EU institutions (IP/11/343)

EU needs to raise its game on evidence base for sport policy, says Vassiliou
**INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY**

**BEUC - Intellectual Property Rights Strategy:** How to make IPRs work for both creators & consumers

Council **Decision** of 10 March 2011 authorising enhanced cooperation in the area of the creation of unitary patent protection

**INDUSTRY, ENTERPRISES, RESEARCH**

European companies turn to eco-innovation to tackle rising input costs and scarcity of materials **(IP/11/337)**

**AGRICULTURE & FISHERIES**

Quality products: China-EU cooperation on geographical indications moves forward **Midday Express 22.03.2011**

**ENERGY**

EU fails to agree on nuclear stress test - Europe's rift over energy is widened by France **(See Results of the Energy Council meeting)**

- Financial Times 22.03.2011 p.7
- Wall Street Journal Europe 22.03.2011 p.9
- International Herald Tribune 22.03.2011

E.ON, RWE may find silver lining in closures **Wall Street Journal Europe 22.03.2011 p.22**

**ENVIRONMENT**

3rd **Follow up Report** to the Communication on water scarcity and droughts in the EU **(COM (2007) 414 final)**


EPHA and NGOs call on the Commission to adopt an ambitious 30% move in emission reduction target

**HEALTH & CONSUMER PROTECTION**

Commission **Decision** of 21 March 2011 extending the validity of Decision 2006/502/EC requiring Member States to take measures to ensure that only lighters which are child-resistant are placed on the market and to prohibit the placing on the market of novelty lighters

Salmonellosis: EU measures helped reduce human cases almost by half in 5 years, report confirms **(IP/11/340)**

Pharmaceuticals: today, the EU Register of Clinical Trials is launched Online **(IP/11/339)**

Debate on GMO risk assessment and management - 17 March 2011 - **Agenda & Presentations**

**TRANSPORT**

Road and rail freight transport in the EU27 - Road freight transport down by 10% and rail freight by 17% in 2009 **Signs of recovery in first half of 2010 (Stat/11/45)**

VP Kallas welcomes European Railway Agency opinion to pave the way for more competition for Passenger Trains in the Channel Tunnel **(IP/11/333)**

**TELECOMS & MEDIAS**

Speech by Neelie Kroes: 'European Cloud Computing Strategy needs to aim high' **(Embargo17h30 CET)**

**JUSTICE & HOME AFFAIRS**

Evaluation report on the 5th round of mutual evaluations "Financial crime and financial investigations" **Report** on Estonia

Human trafficking: Commission welcomes Council **adoption** of stronger EU rules **(IP/11/332)**
**Position Paper** by EuroChambres on Alternative Dispute Resolution as a means to resolve disputes involving a consumer in the EU (March 2011)

France: Google fined for gathering online data  
*Financial Times 22.03.2011 p.20*

---

### Euro & Economy

**Speech** by Gertrude Tumpel-Gugerell: What lies behind the success of the euro?

**Speech** by Jean-Claude Trichet: Hearing at the EP Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs (See the EP Statement)

Trichet hints at rate rise despite Japanese quake  
*Financial Times 22.03.2011 p.6*  
*Wall Street Journal Europe 22.03.2011 p.11*

The euro changeover in Estonia  
(IP/11/342)

**Speaking Points** of Commissioner Rehn at press conference following Eurogroup and meeting 21 March 2011

Finland holds key to euro-zone ‘grand bargain’  
*Financial Times 22.03.2011 p.6*

How Germany can avoid a two-speed Europe  
*Financial Times 22.03.2011 p.11*

Details set out on new bailout  
*Wall Street Journal Europe 22.03.2011 p.19*  
*International Herald Tribune 22.03.2011*

---

### Accession & Ext. Relations

EU-Libya: Tighter sanctions and military support for humanitarian work (See the Regulation and Decision) - EU split on Libyan military risks  
*Wall Street Journal Europe 22.03.2011 p.5*

Foreign Affairs Council: Conclusions on Somalia, on Bahrain, on Iran, on Yemen, on Bosnia & Herzegovina on the EU Strategy for Security and Development in the Sahel and Remarks by C. Ashton